Understanding the mechanisms that generate variation is a common pursuit unifying the life sciences. Bacteria represent an especially striking puzzle, because closely related strains possess radically different metabolic and ecological capabilities. Differences in protein repertoire arising from gene transfer are currently considered the primary mechanism underlying phenotypic plasticity in bacteria. Although bacterial coding plasticity has been extensively studied in previous decades, little is known about the role that regulatory plasticity plays in bacterial evolution. Here, we show that bacterial genes can rapidly shift between multiple regulatory modes by acquiring functionally divergent nonhomologous promoter regions. Through analysis of 270,000 regulatory regions across 247 genomes, we demonstrate that regulatory "switching" to nonhomologous alternatives is ubiquitous, occurring across the bacterial domain. Using comparative transcriptomics, we show that at least 16% of the expression divergence between Escherichia coli strains can be explained by this regulatory switching. Further, using an oligonucleotide regulatory library, we establish that switching affects bacterial promoter architecture. We provide evidence that regulatory switching can occur through horizontal regulatory transfer, which allows regulatory regions to move across strains, and even genera, independently from the genes they regulate. Finally, by experimentally characterizing the fitness effect of a regulatory transfer on a pathogenic E. coli strain, we demonstrate that regulatory switching elicits important phenotypic consequences. Taken together, our findings expose previously unappreciated regulatory plasticity in bacteria and provide a gateway for understanding bacterial phenotypic variation and adaptation. bacterial evolution | regulatory evolution | HRT | core genes T he acquisition of genes from nonparental lineages through horizontal gene transfer (HGT) has been shown to transform bacterial capabilities radically, influencing key processes, including pathogenicity, antibiotic resistance, and utilization of novel energy substrates (1) (2) (3) (4) . These striking findings have led many to believe that changes in gene content underlie the rapid pace of bacterial evolution (5, 6) . However, an overlooked corollary of this ubiquitous exchange of DNA (7, 8) is that noncoding regions can be similarly subject to transfer and recombination, enabling rapid rewiring of regulatory networks (9, 10) . Consistent with this hypothesis, recent studies have uncovered several cases of regulatory rearrangements, whereby regulatory regions have "switched" to nonhomologous alternatives with remarkable phenotypic consequences (11) (12) (13) . For example, the inversion of a single promoter was shown to convert a commensal to a pathogen (12) . Similarly, in Escherichia coli, citrate utilization was shown to evolve through promoter capture, enabling expression of an otherwise silent transporter (13) . These discoveries demonstrate that regulatory "switching" to divergent alternative sequences is possible and can produce functional transformations. Nonetheless, it remains unclear whether these intriguing observations reflect exceptional anecdotes restricted to highly mobile genes in unusual strains or early representatives of a broader paradigm.
Results
Regulatory Switching in E. coli Core Genes. To assess the significance of regulatory switching on bacterial evolution, we first considered core genes, which are present in all members of a clade and typically encode basal cellular "housekeeping" functions. Core genes are subject to strong purifying selection and are viewed as islands of stability within the dynamic bacterial genome [although exceptions exist (14, 15) ]. Accordingly, regulatory switching in core genes is particularly unexpected, and is also easily detectable against the background of sequence conservation in coding regions.
We compared multiple sequence alignments of the 1,479 core genes present in all 46 publicly available E. coli genomes and up to 300 base pairs of the upstream regulatory region for each gene. As expected, the regulatory regions of most core genes are highly conserved (median nucleotide identity of 94%); however, a significant minority (13%) appear to be nonhomologous, sharing less than 50% nucleotide identity ( Fig. S1 ). Because such poor conservation is inconsistent with the traditional view that core genes are slowevolving (5), we investigated this divergent subpopulation further.
We first focused on hemH, as a representative of the nonhomologous upstream regulatory regions ( Fig. 1A) . hemH is a single gene operon that encodes ferrochelatase, the terminal enzyme in heme biosynthesis. hemH and its upstream gene, adk, display
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The rapid pace of evolution in bacteria is widely attributed to the promiscuous horizontal transfer and recombination of protein-coding genes. However, it has not been investigated if the same forces also drive the evolution of noncoding regulatory regions. Here, we establish that regulatory regions can "switch" between nonhomologous alternatives and that switching is ubiquitous, occurring across the bacterial domain. We show that regulatory switching has a strong impact on promoter architecture and expression divergence. Further, we demonstrate that regulatory transfer facilitates rapid phenotypic diversification of a human pathogen. This regulatory mobility enables bacterial genes to access a vast pool of potential regulatory elements, facilitating efficient exploration of the regulatory landscape. near-perfect conservation (>98% amino acid identity) across all 46 E. coli strains. However, the regulatory region between these genes comprises a 155-bp region that can be classified into two distinct, nonhomologous sequence types (less than 42% average pairwise nucleotide identity between clusters). In contrast, within clusters, there is almost perfect homology (>96% nucleotide identity). Thus, hemH represents a canonical example of regulatory switching between two alternative, nonhomologous regulatory sequences.
To determine the overall prevalence of such switching among E. coli core genes, we devised an algorithm that could systematically identify core genes with at least two distinct types of regulatory sequences (SI Text and Fig. S2 ). Remarkably, we found 166 unambiguous cases of regulatory switching (11% of all core genes in E. coli). The vast majority (83%) of these divergent regions contain bona fide promoters (16) , as opposed to interoperonic regions, which is significantly more than expected by chance (Fisher's exact test, P < 0.005), indicating that switching is enriched among promoters, where it can facilitate regulatory rewiring.
Moreover, we found that regulatory switching often creates new transcription factor binding sites. In 41% of the 44 diverged core genes for which high-quality transcription factor binding site annotations exist (17), alternative regulatory types were associated with divergent binding patterns (Table S1 ). For example, in hemH ( Fig. 1A ), all type 1 sequences contain an experimentally validated OxyR binding site (18) that is missing from all type 2 sequences. Type 2 sequences, instead, harbor canonical binding sites for both ArgP and DnaA ( Fig. 1 ).
Horizontal Regulatory Transfer as a Switching Mechanism. To elucidate the evolutionary mechanisms that lead to regulatory switching, we returned to our representative example of hemH and mapped its regulatory regions onto the E. coli species tree ( Fig. S3 ; generated by concatenation of all core genes). We found that the distribution of the alternative promoter types is incongruent with the E. coli species phylogeny, consistent with evolution by horizontal regulatory transfer (HRT) ( Fig. 1B) . For the observed distribution to be explained by vertical transmission, multiple independent genomic rearrangement events with identical boundaries would have to be posited, with independent acquisition of the identical SNPs shared within each regulatory type; clearly, this alternative interpretation is implausible.
To determine if horizontal transfer has an impact on other regulatory regions in E. coli, we used the approximately unbiased (AU) test, a maximum-likelihood-based methodology (19) . Specifically, we statistically tested for incongruence between the topology of the promoter sequences against the species tree. The null hypothesis of this test is vertical inheritance (as defined by the species tree); therefore, rejection of the null hypothesis is a strong indication of HRT. We found that 51% of all core gene promoters are incongruent with the species phylogeny, indicating that regulatory regions, similar to coding genes, are frequently transferred. However, in many of these cases, the promoter and its upstream gene might have been cotransferred. To tease out the cases in which the promoters were transferred independent of their genes, we compared the topology of each core gene with the topology of its associated upstream regulatory region (using the same methodology described above, with more details provided in SI Text). In the case of hemH, both the promoter history and the gene history significantly differed from the species tree, yet their topologies were not statistically different from each other. Therefore, we cannot exclude the possibility that these two regions were cotransferred. Nevertheless, for 32% of all promoters, we detected a clear signal that they were transferred independent of the gene they regulate.
Intergenera HRT Between E. coli and Enterobacter. Given the frequency of HRT among E. coli strains, we expanded our analysis to investigate if HRT can cross species boundaries and discovered intergenera HRT between E. coli and Enterobacter. As shown in Fig. 2 , we found that among 22 E. coli strains, the leader sequence of the biosynthesis gene metE exhibits a greater sequence similarity to the leader sequence found in Enterobacter than to its homologs in more closely related E. coli strains. Although most E. coli have a long leader sequence (169 bp), a subset of E. coli (most of which are uropathogenic E. coli) has, instead, a short (49 bp) AT-rich leader sequence that is shared with Enterobacter. In contrast to this incongruent regulatory region, phylogenies of the surrounding core genes match the species phylogeny, suggesting that the incongruence of the intervening regulatory sequence is best explained by horizontal transfer of the regulatory region alone ( Fig. 2A) . The direction of this regulatory transfer is most likely from Enterobacter to E. coli, because other Enterobacteriaceae species close to E. coli all harbor the long allele ( Fig. 2B ). Furthermore, all of the short E. coli regulatory alleles are nearly identical, suggesting a recent regulatory transfer.
Regulatory Switching Is Also Prevalent in the Accessory Genome.
Thus far, our analysis focused on core genes, for which regulatory switching was especially unexpected. Next, we examined the prevalence of regulatory switching among all gene classes. Among 2,286 noncore accessory genes in E. coli strain MG1655, we detected a similar level of switching (11.8%) to that observed across core genes in E. coli (11.2%). Moreover, we found that switching occurs across all functional categories, including global regulators ( Fig. S4 and Table S2 ). The finding that global regulators exhibit regulatory switching is especially significant, because cis rewiring of a single regulatory protein could create large-scale downstream effects in trans. We also found that regulatory switching occurs more frequently in signal transduction pathways (Fisher's exact test, P < 0.05). Regulatory switching in signal transduction pathways could help these vital environmental interfaces more rapidly align their response to environmental conditions upon shifts in ecological niches.
Regulatory Switching Affects E. coli Promoter Architecture. To assess the impact of regulatory switching, we first examined if promoter switching is associated with changes in the positioning of the gene transcription start site (TSS). To this end, we synthesized an E. coli promoter library, which allows detection of TSS from multiple bacterial strains in parallel. A similar approach was successfully applied to study TSS composition in E. coli (20) . After filtering core genes for which the TSS could not be reliably determined due to annotation biases, we were left with 822 core gene clusters (SI Text). These core gene clusters were classified as either switched (166 core gene clusters) or unswitched (656 core gene clusters). From each core gene cluster, we selected at least two promoter regions, leading to a total of 1,693 promoters. The selected promoters were synthesized by Agilent Technologies using the oligo library synthesis method (21) . This library was transformed into E. coli K-12 MG1655, and expression on LB was measured using RNA-sequencing (RNA-Seq). Expression data were used to accurately determine TSS positions of 485 promoter sequences from 40 different E. coli. Orthologous TSS positions were used to compute TSS divergence: average distance in base pairs between TSSs of orthologous genes. The mean divergence between switched orthologs was fivefold higher than that between unswitched orthologs (P < 0.01; Fig. 3A ). Switched orthologs also exhibited significantly more TSS divergence than unswitched genes when multiple TSSs in a single gene were taken into account (P < 0.03; SI Text). Based on our results, we conclude that regulatory switching drives promoter architecture divergence.
Regulatory Switching Drives Expression Diversification of E. coli
Strains. To test if regulatory switching alters the transcriptional response, we performed high-throughput RNA-Seq to compare the expression patterns of two E. coli strains that occupy distinct ecological niches: a gastrointestinal commensal (MG) and a urinary tract pathogen (CFT). We measured gene expression levels for all 3,293 orthologous genes present in both strains when grown on either defined minimal potassium morpholinopropane sulfonate (MOPS) media or pooled, sterile human urine (Fig.  S5 ). Despite their ecological differences and more than 5 My of evolutionary divergence, most genes exhibited similar expression between strains exposed to the same conditions ( Fig. 3 ; MOPS: R 2 = 0.95, urine: R 2 = 0.98). Nonetheless, as shown in Fig. 3 , 266 HRT between E. coli and Enterobacter. (A) Phylogenetic tree for metR, metE, and the leader sequence of metE. Clades are collapsed into triangles or marked by a square (which represents that all sequences are 100% identical). Enterobacter is shown in purple, and E. coli is shown in green. For both protein-coding genes, E. coli and Enterobacter each form a monophyletic group. In contrast, the phylogeny of the intergenic region is incongruent with the phylogeny for the surrounding genes, suggesting horizontal transfer of the intergenic region independent of the surrounding genes. (B) Long and short regulatory alleles and their mapping onto the Enterobacteriaceae species tree. The long regulatory allele is shown in red, and the short regulatory allele is shown in blue. The phylogenetic pattern of the long and short alleles is consistent with HRT from Enterobacter to E. coli. The high AT content stretch of the short regulatory allele is marked in green. (Scale bar: nucleotide substitutions per site.) Statistical support for the internal branches was computed using 100 bootstrap repetitions. genes in MOPS and 219 genes in urine exhibited statistically significant and substantial (over twofold change) expression divergence. The frequency of switched genes within this divergent expression group was found to be threefold higher than in the conserved expression group (Fig. 3B, Inset) . The tendency of switched genes to exhibit higher expression divergence was also indicated by ∼1.4-fold higher median expression divergence compared with unswitched genes (MOPS: P = 9.65 × 10 −9 , urine: P = 6.75 × 10 −5 ; Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
Notably, 45% of the genes exhibiting switching-associated expression divergence are condition-specific (i.e., their expression diverges in one condition only) (Fig. 3D ). Thus, switching may alter the response of bacteria only in a subset of environmental conditions. For example, condition-dependent expression divergence was observed in genes belonging to the methionine biosynthesis pathway (Fig. 3E) . These genes exhibited similar expression levels in both strains when grown on MOPS but displayed higher expression in the uropathogenic E. coli when grown on urine. Three of these genes underwent switching, including the regulator of this pathway (metR), metF, and the last enzyme in the pathway (metE), which exhibited the highest expression divergence (up to 16-fold) (Fig. 3E) .
HRT Affects the Fitness of Pathogenic E. coli. The gene which exhibits the greatest urine specific expression divergence, metE, is known for its high sensitivity to oxidation (22) . Consequently, cells exposed to oxidative stress develop methionine auxotropy (23) . This sensitivity poses a challenge to uropathogenic E. coli, which is often exposed to oxidative stress generated by host immune cells (24) . We reasoned that the switching observed in the regulatory region of metE (common to all uropathogenic E. coli isolates) might confer a fitness advantage under oxidizing conditions. To test this hypothesis, we constructed an isogenic pathogenic strain that was identical to its parent strain except that the short metE regulatory allele was replaced with the longer ancestral allele found in commensal E. coli. The resulting strain exhibited (D) Expression of switched genes exhibiting condition-specific expression divergence. (E) Condition-dependent divergence of the methionine biosynthesis pathways. Genes affected by regulatory switching are marked by orange arrows. Although both strains express the pathway in a similar manner when grown on MOPS, the pathogenic strain shows up to 16-fold higher expression of the pathway when strains are grown on urine. (F) Replacement of the short metE regulatory allele with the long ancestral allele renders the pathogenic bacteria more sensitive to oxidative stress. The strains were grown on MOPS media without methionine. After 2 h, oxidative stress was induced by adding H 2 0 2 to a final concentration of 1.5 mM (marked by an arrow). Filled circles (•) denote CFT073 WT, and empty circles (○) denote CFT073 with a K-12 regulatory region. The data represent three independent experiments. a similar growth rate on MOPS media lacking methionine. In contrast, under oxidative stress, this replacement strain exhibited a marked growth defect relative to the WT strain harboring the shorter metE allele (Fig. 3F ). These results demonstrate that a single regulatory switching event, in which the coding region remains unmodified, can confer a significant fitness advantage.
Regulatory Switching Is Ubiquitous Across the Bacterial Domain. To determine if regulatory switching affects other clades beyond E. coli, we extended our analysis to nine additional taxa from across the bacterial domain with diverse physiological characteristics (Table S3 ). We found that all clades experienced switching, highlighting the phylogenetic breadth of this phenomenon (Fig. 4) . Remarkably, the frequency of regulatory switching in core genes varies by more than an order of magnitude, from 0.5% in Chlamydia trachomatis, an obligate intracellular human pathogen, to more than 15% in Neisseria meningitidis, a highly recombinogenic pathogen that causes meningitis and septicemia. The variation in switching level among these bacterial clades could not be explained by sampling bias (Fig. S6) or phylogeny (Fig. 4) .
These findings raise the question as to what is driving variation in switching levels. Donor accessibility, ecology, and recombination efficiency were all found to affect gene transfer (25) , and therefore are expected to affect regulatory transfer. Indeed, the level of switching is associated with the overall recombination-to-mutation (r/m) ratio (Table S4) . Specifically, species with low r/m ratios are characterized by a low level of switching (e.g., C. trachomatis and Mycobacterium tuberculosis), whereas species with high r/m ratios are characterized by a high level of switching (e.g., Helicobacter pylori and N. meningitidis). However, this factor alone cannot explain the full extent of variation in the levels of regulatory switching. For instance, although Salmonella enterica and E. coli exhibit similar r/m ratios (0.14 and 0.38, respectively), E. coli exhibits more than a 10-fold higher level of regulatory switching. This difference might stem from the different lifestyle of the two species. Whereas S. enterica is an intracellular pathogen, E. coli is largely extracellular, and thus might be exposed to more foreign DNA during the course of its infection. Another factor that can affect the overall level of switching is the ability of bacteria to acquire DNA from the environment. Indeed, the highest levels of regulatory switching were found in the naturally competent bacteria H. pylori and N. meningitidis. Future work is needed to elucidate how mechanistic constraints and ecological barriers affect regulatory switching.
Discussion
Our observation that core genes exhibit ubiquitous regulatory switching contradicts the common assumption that core genes do not play a role in diversification (5) . Previous studies have focused on protein-level conservation and overlooked regulatory switching as an orthogonal source of phenotypic variation in core genes. Switching enables a cell to bypass deleterious intermediates generated through the accumulation of point mutations, allowing even essential genes, such as hemH, to undergo regulatory modification. By enabling a "quantum leap" between the fitness peaks of functional regulatory elements, switching could facilitate efficient exploration of alternative promoter architectures.
The molecular mechanism most likely underlying the bacterial ability to switch from one regulatory sequence to another is homologous recombination. A short region of sequence identity is required to initiate this mechanism, and its efficiency decreases with increased sequence divergence between genomes (26, 27) . Because core genes are highly conserved both between strains and often across distant species, they may enable regulatory switching between otherwise diverged bacteria. In line with this view, we find that 13.8% of the switched regulatory regions reside within a conserved region in which both the upstream and downstream genes are orthologous. Further support for the association between conservation and in situ replacement is the observation that xenologous recombination, the replacement of a gene by a distant homolog, was previously found to be prevalent within conserved operons (28) . Of note, we expect regulatory switching to be even more frequent than in situ gene replacement, because regulatory regions are shorter than genes and can fit on a single E. coli recombination segment, which is, on average, 242 bp (SI Text).
We have shown that regulatory regions, similar to coding regions of bacteria, can be subjected to recombination and exchange. Several theories have been suggested to explain the differential frequencies with which genes undergo HGT. For example, the complexity hypothesis posits that HGT is rare in genes coding for proteins with many interactions compared with those genes coding for proteins with only a few interactions (29, 30) . Other studies have detected functional and ecological barriers to horizontal transfer of protein-coding genes (25, 31) . The barriers to HRT remain to be discovered, leaving many unanswered questions. Is it restricted by the number of regulatory interactions? Is it promoted by the availability of transcription factors that are shared between the donor and the acceptor? The sheer increase in the availability of fully sequenced bacterial genomes, together with the development of more specific tools for HRT analysis, should shed light on the evolutionary forces shaping the regulatory genome.
The ability of bacteria to tap a broad pool of regulatory sequences suggests that in addition to an environment-specific metagenome, there is an unexplored parallel pool of sequences, the metaregulome. In response to environmental changes, bacteria not only acquire new proteins; they may also acquire novel regulatory sequences to enable more appropriate control of their existing protein repertoire. Our results demonstrate the importance of mobile DNA in regulatory evolution, opening a new window for exploring the mechanisms that bacteria use to respond to environmental changes.
Materials and Methods
Additional details are available in SI Text.
Regulatory Switching Pipeline. We detected orthologous genes using reciprocal Translated BLAST (tblastx) (32) best hits with at least 95% amino acid identity (for the core gene analysis; only genes that were shared among all strains of a given species were considered). Next, we detected orthologous gene clusters, requesting 90% identity among all members of a cluster. The regulatory region of each gene cluster, defined as 300 bp upstream of the 
